
Minutes from Resident Engagement Meeting for Renovation of Mile Oak Recreation Grounds - 23 March,
5.30pm, held at Mile Oak Pavilion

Project Attendees: Mark Syrett (MS), Projects Officer, Brighton & Hove Council, Karl Gillingham (KG), Mile Oak
Football Club Secretary, Steve Carden (SC), Mile Oak Football Club Vice Chairman, Councillor Anne Pissaridou (AP),
Councillor Peter Atkinson (PA)

Resident attendance was captured at 15, with feedback also provided via social media platforms for consideration.

Overview of Meeting: KG opened, chaired and minuted meeting. KG provided an overview of Mile Oak Football and
its plans for the future including, building on the success of a Youth Programme to bring affordable football to the
community, as well as build the women’s game. To do so, requiring the ‘top pitch’ at Mile Oak Rec. to be brought back
to life and renovated to allow this space to be usable again for organised sport as it was so for many years in the past.
KG confirmed Mile Oak FC, is run by non paid volunteers including its players.

KG confirmed the main use of the top pitch would be for Youth teams on Saturday and Sunday mornings, and whilst
there will be some early afternoon activity this would be limited.

MS then outlined the project from a wider point of view than that of Mile Oak Rec. Noting that Brighton & Hove was the
4th most active area in England pre-pandemic, and has dropped to 17th and continuing to decline, therefore funding
was sought and approved for pitch improvements across Brighton & Hove to address this decline. Mile Oak Rec. is
one of these locations, others were mentioned, such as Wish Park.

The Residents in attendance posed many useful questions which were answered, some discussions were off the point
of Mile Oak Recreation Grounds specifically, and more centred on general green space access in Brighton & Hove,
this will be captured in part below, however to clearly address this point, there will be no permanently fencing off any
area on the ‘top pitch’ as part of this project / renovation works. For ease of reading these minutes from here are
categorised by topics.

Key Dates

Planning application will be submitted w/c 28 March for the proposed track. It was fed back to KG that not enough
flyers were posted in the area. KG advised that they were posted to those houses most likely to be impacted by the
temporary noise created whilst the vehicles deliver the materials. MS reminded residents the planning application will
hit a wider audience and users of the Grounds.

Proposed start date w/c 25th April weather /contractor dependent.

Expected completion and removal of temporary fencing, September 2022. Note that grass growth is reliant on suitable
weather conditions, sun and water. Back up plans are available for irrigation however at additional cost, therefore the
initial plan is to work to the expected weather pattern as seen in 2021, which was optimal for grass growth.



Growing the Youth & Women’s Game

Discussions took place and it was mutually accepted that the growth of the Youth and Women’s game was a positive
move for the community and the improved surface on the top pitch would allow for this.

Access to the ‘Top Pitch’

To enable the Top Pitch to be safe and level for users and organised sports, machinery will be required to transport
materials. Access is via the north end of the grounds off Graham Avenue, through a set of garages, following the same
route the City Parks tractor enters to cut and maintain the pitches and grass areas. Due to the weight of the vehicles, a
secure track will be needed, The track shall run from the current access point,
heading East to the furthest North East point of Mile Oak Recreation Grounds. Following completion of the works the
track shall be tarmaced for permanent disability and machinery access (for maintenance), it was proposed up to 3
disabled spaces to be created. Please see an image of the site with line marked in Orange for the proposed track.

The Residents feedback of the creation of the track was positive, suggestions were made for different types of
permanent surface types, however these were considered and reasons provided why tarmac would be the most
suitable. A new barrier will be required to secure the parks for non permitted vehicle access.

The track shall go through the planning permission process, therefore more detailed plans will be drawn up and
confirmation of the available parking shall be within these plans.

It is estimated 250 vehicles will be required to access the site to deliver the materials. The proposal is for this to be
completed across 10 working days. Feedback was positive regarding this disruption and feedback given to ensure
access is only between 9am and 4pm, with consideration for school drop off and pick up times, which could push out
the completion time from 10 working days, to 12 working days. This was accepted by the Residents.
Use of the Area, Brighton & Hove Council control, Maintenance etc.



MS confirmed that the area in question sits under ‘Housing’ within the Council, and not ‘Parks’ as some residents
believed, therefore the site is subject to the possibility of use for housing. However the completion of this project will
move the site under ‘Parks’ pending approval, removing this possibility with a "fields in Trust" designation.
MS stated that confirmation that this area is currently sitting under ‘Housing’ would be detailed within the plans, as
requested by the Residents.
There were additional takeaways for Councillors in attendance regarding other areas in Brighton & Hove that could
become a more green friendly space for dog walkers.
KG shared that Mile Oak FC will soon have the machinery to maintain both the bottom and top pitches, closer aligned
to the requirements for football and ongoing improvement of the surface.
It was mutually agreed the current surface of the top pitch is unsafe for dog walkers, and sports activities. Whilst some
residents had views that in their childhoods they played on worse pitches and made good what they could before kick
off. It was accepted though that times have moved on and safety is extremely important for all users of the Grounds.

Temporary Fencing Off

Following delivery of the materials, the area for grass growth, at least the size of an 11 aside football pitch, shall be
fenced off. With access around the fencing still available. It is a common challenge that grass growth occurs at the
same time residents wish to be out using the space, however it was accepted it was an unavoidable impact of the
renovation. Assurance was provided by KG and MS that the area would not be permanently fenced off, and that there
is no requirement or interest to do so.

SC reminded residents that should they see or hear any damage to the fencing or other areas of the Grounds, they
should contact City Parks during working hours, and if necessary their local police unit. Additionally, Mile Oak FC can
be contacted via email and social media, and will support where available to correct any damage which offenders may
cause during the renovations.  KG confirmed that once work begins, access routes would be made available through
the site during the works.

Parking

KG confirmed that the users of the Grounds for football purposes, would be advised to park at Portslade & Aldridge
Community Academy. Then sharing that PACAs parking opening hours are built around the football clubs and
Portslade Sports Centres times of use.

The parking at the Pavilion Pre School is limited (to 4 spaces), therefore KG confirmed that it is never advertised as
available. It was accepted the majority of parking offences which occur, typically do so for night matches. Therefore
this project was not seen to be a significant risk of increased parking offences. KG took the feedback that for the
senior club which hosts night matches, parking stewards would be useful to support, KG agreed to raise at the clubs
next committee meeting, however as mentioned above is not directly linked to this project.

Planting of Trees / Blocking of noise

MS proposed the options of applying for grants to plant small/low level trees and shrubs along the borders. This was
rejected by the majority of the residents as not required. The purpose being to support screening and any additional
noise from the youth team players was seen as not required by the residents.


